Instructionless learning about a complex device: the paradigm and observations
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In order to study the mechanisms that underlie "intuitive" scientific reasoning, verbal protocols were collected from seven computer-naive college students asked to "figure out" a BigTrak programmable toy, without a user's guide or other assistance. We call this paradigm Instructionless Learning. The present paper presents a detailed account of how people learn about a complex device in an instructionless-learning context. Subjects' behavior is divided into an orientation phase and a systematic phase. We attend most carefully to the systematic phase. Learners form hypotheses about various aspects of the BigTrak: the syntax of interaction, the semantics of operators, and the device model—which includes objects such as memories, switches, etc. Subjects attempt to confirm hypotheses from which predictions can be made, to refine hypotheses that do not immediately yield predictions, and to verify their total knowledge of the device. Hypotheses are formulated from observation. If an initial hypothesis is incorrect, it will yield incorrect predictions in interactions. When such failures occur, learners change their theory to account for the currently perceived behavior of the device. These changes are often based upon little evidence and may even be contradicted by available information. Thus, the new hypotheses may also be incorrect, and lead to further errors and changes.

1. Encountering complex devices

How do people learn to operate moderately complex devices—such as digital watches, videocassette recorders, copying machines, or video games—with little or no instruction? Such computer-controlled devices often contain internal mechanisms that obscure the relationship between the user's input and the device's behavior, and thereby make the devices difficult to learn about. In order to deal with such devices, users attempt to discover how external operations are mediated by the device's internal states. In other words, users try to construct and use a "conceptual model" of the device.

There may be some situations in which we cannot control the user's training, such as the bank customer walking up to an automated teller for the first time. The user(s) in these situations must, if they are to acquire a conceptual model at all, induce it from interacting with the system. This is indeed difficult... (Moran, 1981, p. 43).

Little is known about how users cope with Moran's "difficult" situation. In this paper, we describe the results of an investigation in which we intentionally created such a situation in order to better understand how people formulate conceptual models.
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of complex devices. We presented adults with a computer-controlled toy (to be described below) and asked them to "figure it out" without the benefit of any written or verbal instructions. We call this an instance of instructionless learning. Our goal is to provide a rich and detailed description of subjects' behavior in an instructionless-learning context. Such a description is a necessary first step in two related enterprises: constructing more learnable devices, and formulating a psychological theory of the scientific-reasoning process that underlies instructionless learning.

In order to figure out how a device works our subjects must discover the possible actions of the device and the range of their own behaviors that is necessary to get the device to exhibit such actions. In the course of learning these things, they may formulate and use a theory about why their actions cause the device to do whatever it does—a conceptual model.

We distinguish between a subject's knowledge about the internal workings of the device—a "device model", and the more inclusive knowledge about what the device can do and how to get it to perform—the "device schema".† Young (1981) suggested that differences in users' models might lead to differences in the ease of learning to use the target systems. Support for this view comes from studies showing that a veridical device model helps the user infer specific operating procedures for the device (Kieras & Bovair, 1984) and to construct an appropriate problem space for use of the device (Halasz, 1984). Most of the emphasis in the rapidly growing literature on mental models has been on how people use mental models (e.g. Gentner & Gentner, 1983, Halasz, 1984, Halasz & Moran, 1983), rather than on how they form them in the first place. A few experimental studies do deal with learning (e.g. Rott, 1979; Kieras & Bovair, 1984). However, they focus on how an explicit, externally imposed model is assimilated and used, or on the role that a single mechanism (e.g. analogy) plays in isolated learning events, rather than on complete learning episodes.

The present study directly addresses the question of how people formulate device schemas and device models when they are not explicitly provided, starting with no domain-specific knowledge, and ending with a relatively complete schema. In our situation, the device model and the device schema are formulated simultaneously: that is, the user learns how the device works at the same time as he learns how to make it work. This leads to highly complex cognitive processing, involving concept formation, rule induction, learning via analogy, and the design of experiments. A complete account of how all these processes interact to produce a device schema would constitute a theory of instructionless learning.

In section 2 we describe the context for our investigation: the particular device, the subjects, and our procedure. The broad characteristics of subjects' behavior are described in section 3. The content of what is learned about the device is described in sections 3.3 and 4. In section 5, we take a preliminary step toward the construction of a theory of instructionless learning by presenting a brief sketch of some of the components of such a theory. The details of these mechanisms and of a computer implementation are discussed elsewhere (Shrager, 1985).

† The literature on mental models has not yet produced a consensus on terminology. Concepts similar to ours were proposed by Young (1981, 1983), who claimed that a useful model of a device must consist of both a "surrogate" model describing the device and its functionality and a "task/action" model describing how to use the device to obtain results. Young's surrogate and task/action models correspond roughly to our "device model" and "device schema" notions.
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enters a series of up to 16 instructions, each consisting of a function key (the command) and a 1- or 2-digit number (the argument), terminated by the GO key. BigTrak then executes the program by moving around on the floor. The effect of the numerical argument depends on which command it follows. For forward (↑) and backward (↓) motion, each unit corresponds to approximately 1 ft. For left (←) and right (→) turns the unit represents 6° steps. The HOLD unit represents a delay (or pause) of 0-1 sec, and the FIRE unit represents one “event”: the firing of the cannon (indicated by appropriate sound and light effects). For RPT, the numerical argument does not correspond directly to a physical action, but to the number of recent steps to be repeated at execution time. That is, at run time, RPT n causes the n steps preceding the RPT command to be repeated once more.

The other keys shown in Fig. 1 are CLS and CK. CLS clears the most recently entered instruction, and CK checks the most recently entered instruction by executing it in isolation. Using CK does not affect the contents of memory. The GO, CLR, CLS, and CK commands do not take an argument. The series of keystrokes shown in Table 1 would produce the following behavior by BigTrak: Move forward 5 ft, turn left 42°, move forward 3 ft, turn right 90°, pause for 5 sec, fire twice, then repeat the preceding three instructions: turn right 90°, pause for 5 sec, and finally fire twice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>An example of programming BigTrak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLR</td>
<td>Zero out the toy’s memories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↑</td>
<td>Indicate that the toy should move forward 3 ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Turn left…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>seven units (of 6° each).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↑</td>
<td>Forward 3 ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Turn right 90° (or 15 “minutes” on a clock face).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓</td>
<td>Pause for 50 tenths of second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRE</td>
<td>Fire the “laser cannon”…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓</td>
<td>…two times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPT</td>
<td>Repeat the preceding…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓</td>
<td>…three instructions (turn, hold, fire) once more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO</td>
<td>BigTrak executes the program.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Certain combinations of keystrokes (e.g. a third numerical digit, or two motion commands without an intervening numerical argument) are not permitted by the syntax of the programming language. With each syntactically legal key-stroke, BigTrak emits an immediate, confirmatory beep. Syntactically illegal key-strokes elicit no response, and they are not entered into program memory.

2.2. SUBJECTS
Seven CMU undergraduates (between the ages of 17 and 20) participated in the experiment in order to fulfill a class requirement. Because BigTrak is a programmable device, we selected subjects having at most a single course in computer programming. The subjects are:

AM: a freshman design major with no computer experience (age 18, female).
CB: a sophomore biology major who had played video games and used a database retrieval program written by someone else (age 19, male).
EC: a freshman business major with no computer experience (age 18, female).
FC: a freshman mechanical engineer who had “messied with” BASIC in high school (age 18, male).
JS: a freshman of undeclared major. She received “A” in an introductory Pascal course, and had some programming experience with an HP41CV calculator (age 18, Female).
RD: a junior chemical engineer who had taken introductory Pascal and worked as a student consultant, but claimed to know very little about programming (age 20, male).
TE: a freshman business major with a half semester of Pascal (estimated grade: “B”) (age 17, female).

2.3. METHOD
The subjects were run individually. They were given a few minutes of preliminary instruction and practice on how to give a good verbal protocol while solving a “fifteen” puzzle. They were then seated on the floor in the middle of a laboratory (5 × 3 m) with BigTrak within reach (at “base”), but covered with paper so that it was not visible until the start of the experiment. Subjects then read an instruction sheet containing the following key phrases:

“The purpose of this experiment is to observe people learning about a new toy… called the ‘BigTrak’ . . . . The general idea is for you to learn as much as you can about the BigTrak in the time allotted . . . .”

The experimenter then removed the covering paper, turned on BigTrak (in sight of the subject, but without explanation) and left the room. The experimenter interacted with the subject as little as possible when the subjects asked questions. The following normal intrusions occurred:

If the subject was pressing buttons without talking, or stopped talking for a few seconds, the experimenter would ask what the subject was thinking.
If the subject forgot to return the tank to base, the experimenter would ask the subject to do so.
If the subject entered a sequence of instructions that would have caused BigTrak to go on for a very long time (e.g. FIRE 99), the experimenter might show the subject that the toy could be stopped by turning it off.
Occasionally the BigTrak would do something abnormal (e.g. did not move when GO was pressed with a valid program). If the experimenter noticed this, he might ask the subject to try the operation again, perhaps after clearing it or turning it off and on.

In addition, the following discretionary intrusions occurred on several occasions:

If the subject had not obtained a movement from the device after 2-3 min, the experimenter could recommend pressing GO in a context that would obtain an action. No explanation was given for this.
If the experimenter felt that the subject had totally confused the BigTrak, confused him or herself, was doing the same operation over and over, or was stuck doing something in a particularly bad way, the
expiriment might ask a question of the subject, recommend pressing a particular button, or otherwise form a new goal on the subject in order to break out of the situation. This sort of prod was very rarely used.

Sessions ended when the subject claimed to be done, for whatever reason; or the experimenter would, after about 30 or 40 min, stop the subject at a convenient point.

All verbalizations and keypresses, as well as whatever part of BigTrak’s behaviors took place within camera range were recorded on videotape. Although subjects were allowed to do anything that they wanted to do with the toy, they were reminded to return BigTrak to its base position before pressing buttons or otherwise interacting, in order to keep the keypad within camera range.

After the session, the experimenter asked the subject to explain the toy to him and collected a personal history including the subject’s experience with computers and a self-assessment on various skills including maths, sciences, sports, cooking, and gadgetry. The present paper is not concerned with individual differences in behavior so we will not explore the results of that survey.

The videotapes for each subject were transcribed into the format shown in Appendix I (the complete raw protocol for subject FC). The protocol includes all verbalizations and all of the subject’s key presses as well as a description of BigTrak’s behavior. In order to convey a sense of the complexity and richness of the data with which we are dealing, we urge the reader to take a careful look at the first few pages of the protocol in Appendix I. A plus sign “+” to the left of a keypress indicates that the key beeped: that is, it was syntactically legal and was registered by BigTrak. This convention will be used throughout the paper.

We will proceed through several levels of aggregation and interpretation of the protocols. In the next section (section 3) we discuss the broad temporal properties and some of the gross features of subjects’ performance. In section 3.3 we characterize the different types of knowledge that must be acquired about BigTrak. In section 4 we present a more rigorous basis for making inferences about what subjects know from what they say and do.

3. Overall description of learning

In this section, we provide a coarse-grained description of the learning process in order to familiarize the reader with the protocols, introduce terminology, and statistically summarize subjects’ behavior. In section 4 we discuss what is actually learned by subjects in the task.

3.1. INITIAL ORIENTATION PHASE

We divided the protocols into two phases: initial orientation and systematic investigation according to the first time that a subject obtained a movement (or firing) action from BigTrak. In the initial orientation phase, subjects begin with direct attempts to get BigTrak to behave perceptibly. Most subjects expect the device to move immediately in response to presses of the directional arrow keys or the GO key. These initial attempts invariably fail, because subjects are ignorant of the rudiments of BigTrak’s syntax. That is, they do not know that unless the GO or CK keys are pressed while there is at least one instruction in BigTrak’s program memory, BigTrak will not behave. For example, as shown in Appendix I, FC initially expects GO to cause some action (FC001-002). However, because no other commands have yet been entered, BigTrak does nothing. Then he tries various combinations of commands and numbers (FC002-044)—to no avail.

We define the end of the initial orientation phase as the point where BigTrak actually moves or fires. All subjects eventually learn that the GO key releases the action of the device. (Five of them discovered this on their own, and two needed a hint from the experimenter). For FC, this occurs after 3-5 min when he gets BigTrak to execute its first motion: a left turn of 264° (FC048-053). Over all subjects, time spent in this phase ranged from 30 sec to 7.5 min (x = 3.14 min, s.d. = 2.4 min).

3.2. SYSTEMATIC INVESTIGATION PHASE

The remainder of the protocol constitutes the systematic investigation phase, in which the subjects’ behavior can be segmented into a series of episodes. We separate one episode from the adjoining one at presses of either the GO key or the CK key. Several features of the protocols suggest that this is a meaningful segmentation: BigTrak (usually) does something after one of these keys is pressed; subjects tend to verbalize observations after pressing GO or CK regardless of whether BigTrak does anything or not; they tend to formulate hypotheses (for the next experiment) after GO; sometimes they predict the result of an experiment just before hitting GO or CK.

The systematic investigation phase is where we see evidence of the three processes that guide behavior: hypothesis formation, experiment construction, and analysis of results. Subjects generate hypotheses about the nature of the device and conduct experiments (i.e. sequences of key presses) to confirm these hypotheses. Experiment planning includes a prediction of results—what the toy will do in response to the experimental interaction. If BigTrak’s performance is consistent with the predictions, then the only immediate learning that results is the confirmation of the hypothesis. If the performance does not match the prediction, then the subject can attempt to analyse the toy’s behavior and form a new or modified hypothesis. Alternatively, the subject can attempt to replicate the experiment or simply abandon the hypothesis and construct another.

For example, in segment FC078-107, FC: formulates the hypothesis that the numerical arguments for turns correspond to 1° units (FC078); generates an experiment to assess that hypothesis (FC079-083); notices that BigTrak’s behavior is inconsistent with the hypothesis (FC084); and abandons the degree hypothesis for another: that numerical units correspond to 1/4 units in a specific direction (FC094-107).

3.2.1. Features of behavior during the systematic investigation phase

The gross features of subjects’ behavior during the systematic investigation phase are summarized in Table 2. Total time in this phase averages about 30 min, but not all of it is available for pressing buttons, because BigTrak is executing the programs during some of this time (e.g. the program in Table 1 takes about 30 sec to execute). We define the duration of the systematic investigation phase as total time minus the BigTrak run time. Durations range from 18.7 to 29.3 min, distributed as shown in the second column in Table 2. All subjects maintain a fairly high degree of activity during the systematic phase: they execute several hundred key presses, producing a mean rate of 18


### Table 2

**Gross performance during the systematic investigation phase**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Phase Duration (Min)</th>
<th>Key presses†</th>
<th>Words per Min</th>
<th>Keystroke rate‡</th>
<th>Number of episodes</th>
<th>Episode duration§</th>
<th>Length††</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC₃</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JS</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.D.</td>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>12-9</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Phase Duration (Min)</th>
<th>Key presses†</th>
<th>Words per Min</th>
<th>Keystroke rate‡</th>
<th>Number of episodes</th>
<th>Episode duration§</th>
<th>Length††</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC₃</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JS</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.D.</td>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>12-9</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Total number of key-presses during systematic investigation phase.
‡ Mean number of keys pressed per min.
§ Mean time (in sec) between successive episodes, less BigTrak run-time.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Words per Min</th>
<th>Keystroke rate</th>
<th>Number of episodes</th>
<th>Episode duration</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC₃</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JS</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2. Episode content

In discussing episode content, we make a distinction between command length (the number of legal command keys pressed per episode, including CLR, GO, CK and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Length</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>CB</th>
<th>EC</th>
<th>FC</th>
<th>JS</th>
<th>RD</th>
<th>TE</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₁</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Total number of episodes, e.g. 24% of AM's 68 episodes had command length equal to 1.
‡ If the three episodes having command length greater than 20 are eliminated, the mean command length for RD is 4.4.
commands. Even though a few subjects have skewed distributions, the mean command lengths vary only from about 3 to 5. The between-subject variation in mean command length is similar to the two-to-one ratio between the maximum and minimum values of the other measures described earlier. Over all subjects, the most common episode length (25% of all episodes) was 3. This makes sense, since the canonical program is: CLR (instruction) GO. Fewer than 10% of all episodes had more than seven commands.

These measures support the view that subjects are conservative in running experiments. The longest programs that they can run have 16 instructions, and there is no upper limit to command length (e.g. subjects can include an unlimited number of CKs, CLSs, and CLR in an episode). Nevertheless, subjects seem to realize that they will have difficulty in learning much from such complex episodes and tend to avoid them. (In some cases, subjects explicitly mention that they are going to run a simpler experiment in order to clarify some aspect of their schema).

The lack of correlations among these coarse-grained measures does not mean that instructionless learning is inexplicable, but it indicates that in order to understand it, we will have to move to a more detailed level of analysis. In the next sections (3.3 and 4) we deal with the contents of the BigTrak schemas formed by learners, and in section 5 we propose mechanisms that may underlie the instructionless learning process.

3.3. WHAT NEEDS TO BE LEARNED: CLASSES OF KNOWLEDGE
In this section we establish a taxonomy of knowledge types which enables us to characterize how much is correctly learned about BigTrak and what sort of incorrect hypotheses are made in the course of learning. Both incorrect and correct hypotheses play a role in generating behavior and lead to behavior that, through analysis, leads to correct learning.

There are three broad classes of knowledge to be acquired about BigTrak: syntactic knowledge about the grammar of the programming language; semantic knowledge about the function of a particular key, program, or component of the device; and model knowledge about the internal mechanisms of the device, their interrelationships, capacity, possible states, etc. The latter corresponds to the device model described in section 1, while all three types comprise the device schema.

3.3.1. Syntactic knowledge
The BigTrak instructions have a specific syntax. Some commands must be followed by numerical arguments. Other commands do not allow arguments (CLS, CK, GO, CLR). Key-stroke sequences that violate the grammar are not entered into the program memory, and they are not rewarded by a beep. Syntactic knowledge is knowledge about what constitutes a legal sequence of keystrokes.

The confirmatory beep for syntactically correct key strokes is a simple device by which the subject can infer part of BigTrak’s syntax: in particular, whether or not a command must be followed by a number. In the example shown in Appendix 1, less than one third of the 41 key presses during the initial orientation phase (FC001-05E) are syntactically correct. After that, almost all are.

Although syntactic knowledge is mastered fairly early in the course of the learning sessions, BigTrak’s hint toward facilitating its acquisition (the confirmatory beep) is rarely explicitly mentioned by most subjects. For example, in the entire protocol in Appendix I, the beep (“buzz”) is only mentioned once, and even there it is incorrectly interpreted (FC049). However, the beep feedback is relied upon fairly often as a cue that something has been done incorrectly, and that BigTrak “wants” something else.

3.3.2. Semantic knowledge
Semantic knowledge is knowing what a key does. More precisely, the semantics of keys are the actions that BigTrak performs as a result of a particular key sequence. For example, the meaning of the ←- and → keys are rotations to the left and right. Subjects often base their initial hypothesis about the semantics of a key on the semantics of a word (or symbol) it reminds them of. For example, they often assume (correctly) that CLR clears memory, and that RPT repeats some part of the action sequence. Thus it is possible to acquire some semantic knowledge in the absence of a correct syntax. However, note that the word “repeat” only provides a general guide to the particular meaning of the RPT key. This must be refined and verified—processes which we will describe in section 5.

More common are the cases where syntactic knowledge is almost entirely correct, but the semantics are still faulty. The protocol segment in Appendix 1 (FC153-164) provides an illustrative example. At this point, FC is focusing on how numerical arguments work. (Recall that numbers can represent distance, degrees, or number of program steps, depending on which command they follow). FC knows that commands require numerical arguments and that instructions can be entered in sequence to form a program. However, he has an erroneous view of the meaning of the numbers following each command. When GO is pressed (164), BigTrak goes forward 6 ft and fires its cannon four times. But FC expected it to go forward 3 ft and fire once because his device schema has a serious flaw: He views the numbers as corresponding to program step numbers (as in programming languages like BASIC), and he believes that he must follow each command with the memory location (or sequential position) in which it is to be stored. He does not know that commands can have parameters but instead attempts to go more than a single unit distance entering the single ↑ command repeatedly.

3.3.3. Device model knowledge
The view of BigTrak as a programmable device, and the details of how programs are entered, stored, modified and executed, constitute what we call device model knowledge. This includes a slightly wider definition of BigTrak semantics. Except for GO and CK, none of the key presses correspond to any immediately observable BigTrak action. Instead, they cause changes in the internal states of the device. A more accurate definition of semantics would be knowing what a key’s function is, as mediated by device model knowledge.

For instance, subjects conceive of GO as the “releaser” of previously programmed physical actions. But this implies a device model of a system that can store and execute the program—it has memory and can behave in complicated ways with respect to that memory. Similarly, in order to understand what CLS, or CLR, or RPT do, the subject has to understand BigTrak as a programmable device, rather than just an object that moves in the physical world.
This idea of program memory usually becomes explicit when BigTrak shows signs
of remembering keystrokes from previous episodes. Consider the portion of protocol
from 105 to 127 in Appendix I. Before 98, FC knew and used only single-instruction
programs. (Recall that BigTrak will accumulate up to 16 instructions if the CLR key
is not used between the programming episodes.) FC should have used CLR before
108 and 112. Since he did not, at 114, BigTrak executed the program: \( \uparrow 1 \uparrow 2 \rightarrow 1 \text{GO} \).
This was not expected, and he explained it by hypothesizing
memory. The form of the
next experiment is a direct result of this hypothesis. FC intentionally puts more than
one instruction between the CLR (which he has previously used to start new
experiments) and the terminating GO in order to discover whether more than one instruction
can be used— as indicated by the hypothesis.

3.3.4. Summary of knowledge types
We have characterized three types of knowledge about BigTrak—syntactic, semantic
and model—and given examples of subjects dealing with each of them. This taxonomy
was devised in order to structure the analysis to be presented in the next section.
However, we do not intend to imply that subjects make such a clear distinction when
they are acquiring or using knowledge about BigTrak. In fact, as we have already
indicated, the three types of knowledge interact in complex and subtle ways. We will
explore those interactions more fully in section 5.

4. What subjects learn about BigTrak
In this section we deal with the question: “What is learned?” Our answer takes the
form of a further analysis of BigTrak knowledge into distinct knowledge elements and
an indication of the temporal course, stability and final state of the acquisition of the
elements. We will discuss both correct and incorrect elements.

4.1 Inferring knowledge from the protocols
The verbal and behavioral protocols provide our only data base for what was learned:
we use no supporting tests of subjects’ knowledge about BigTrak. Thus, it is important
to describe our assumptions about the information content of the protocols. Our most
fundamental assumption is that the verbalizations are neither epiphenomenal nor
disruptive. This is not a general claim about any form of verbal protocol, but rather
a specific claim that our conditions meet the criteria described by Ericsson & Simon
(1984) for pertinent and non-disruptive verbalizations. These conditions make it reason-
able to assume that the verbal protocols provide a veridical “window” on the subject’s
mental processes at the level of specific hypotheses about how BigTrak works. Note
that we do not ask our subjects to give us a theory about how they do this intuitive
scientific reasoning—that is our task. Rather, we ask them to tell us what they are
thinking about at the moment, which yields descriptions about how a button works,
why BigTrak behaved in a certain way, etc.

Our second assumption is that the protocols have a local focus. That is, the verbaliza-
tions will be about the current knowledge elements under consideration. We follow
Ericsson & Simon here, too, in assuming that only information in focal attention can
be verbalized. Although the verbalizations have a local focus, in determining which
of several plausible interpretations to give a particular local segment, we often use a
broader context, sometimes extending over several episodes both prior to and sub-
sequent to the episode in question. In section 4.3 we will give an example of how we
use several protocol segments in order to support assertions about what subjects know
at particular points in the protocol and what they are focusing on.

We further assume that the total knowledge structure about the device is constructed
incrementally. Subjects focus on discrete, semi-independent pieces of knowledge, and
they acquire these knowledge elements sequentially. Some elements interact with the
ability to acquire others, but for the purposes of the present analysis, the assumptions
of decomposability and sequentiaility are adequate.

4.2. Acquisition of correct knowledge elements
How much do subjects learn about BigTrak? In this section we present a detailed
analysis of the amount of BigTrak knowledge that was acquired by two of our subjects.
The knowledge is represented as a collection of correct elements that fall into the

| Table 4
| Acquisition of BigTrak knowledge elements by two subjects: AM and FC |
|-------------------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|
|                  | CODE  | TIME1 | TIME2 | CODE  | TIME1 | TIME2 |
| Simple command semantics |       |       |       |       |       |       |
| Move (↑ or ↓ )       | +     | 3:30  | 3:30  | +     | 5:00  | 5:00  |
| Move argument        | +     | 17:30 | 17:30 | +     | 6:30  | 11:30 |
| Turn argument        | +     | 7:30  | 7:30  | +     | 4:00  | 15:30 |
| Fire                 | +     | 6:00  | 6:00  | +     | 9:30  | 9:30  |
| Fire argument        | +     | 25:30 | 25:30 | +     | 9:30  | 11:30 |
| Hold                 | +     | 33:00 | 29:30 | +     | 29:30 | 29:30 |
| Complex command semantics |       |       |       |       |       |       |
| Repeat               | +     | 5:30  | 5:30  | +     | 18:00 | 18:00 |
| Repeat argument      | +     | 5:30  |       | +     | 23:00 |       |
| CLS                  | +     | 1:00  |       | +     | 28:30 | 20:30 |
| CLR                  | +     | 5:00  | 5:00  | +     | 3:30  | 3:30  |
| GO                   | +     | 3:00  | 3:00  | +     | 5:00  | 5:00  |
| CR                   | +     | 7:00  | 32:30 | +     | 13:30 | 13:30 |
| Programs             | +     | 10:30 | 32:30 | +     | 4:00  | 4:00  |
| Syntax               | +     | 3:30  | 39:30 | +     | 4:00  | 4:00  |
| Instruction syntax   | +     | 3:30  | 39:30 | +     | 4:00  | 4:00  |
| Model knowledge      |       |       |       |       |       |       |
| General number meaning | +     | 10:00 | 7:00  | +     | 8:00  | 8:00  |
| Multi-step programs  | +     | 10:00 | 10:00 | +     | 8:00  | 8:00  |

1. The element was used correctly one or more times. TIME1 is the time that the element was first tried, and TIME2 is the time that the element was never used incorrectly. The two times for an element are equal when the subject used the element correctly initially, with no subsequent error. The two times are unequal when the element was used correctly, then incorrectly, and ultimately correctly.
2. The element was used correctly at least once, but subsequently used incorrectly, and without ultimate recovery. In this case, TIME2 is the point at which the subject last generated an hypothesis about the element.
3. The element was not used correctly. TIME2 is not meaningful here.
4. There is no evidence that the element was explored or acquired.
general categories of syntactic, semantic and model knowledge described earlier. These elements, shown as the row headings in Table 4, define what it means to have successfully "figured out" how BigTrak works. Instruction syntax is knowledge that most instructions consist of a command key and a numerical argument. Semantic knowledge is divided into two groups—simple and complex. Simple command semantics includes knowledge about the function of the keys that cause a simple observable action to occur. For example, a move element is knowledge that the \( \uparrow \) key means "forward motion" and/or that the \( \downarrow \) key means "backward motion." More argument knowledge is that a directional key and its argument mean a certain amount of forward or backward motion. Complex command semantics involves the keys that directly deal with internal states, rather than with the motion of BigTrak. Included here is knowledge that a well-formed program is entered by CLR, followed by a series of instructions, terminated by GO. (The CLR is not mandatory. If it is not used, then subsequent instructions are appended to those currently in program memory). Model knowledge deals with the concept of BigTrak as a multistep programmable device, in which instructions are entered sequentially, and stored until cleared, and executed, starting with the first, when GO is pressed.

There are two stages to our analysis. The first stage involves an inference by us about changes in the subject's knowledge state during the session. Every keypress or collection of keypresses is annotated with a formal representation of the knowledge and goals which we infer to have been responsible for that behavior. These inferences are made by interpreting the behavioral and verbal context surrounding the segment and represent various levels of aggregation of the protocols. (FC's protocol with these annotations is nearly 4 times the size of the raw protocol). The second stage is performed by a computer program which processes the annotations; essentially reading the protocol as a problem behavior graph. Figure 2 shows a very small sample of this annotation for FC's protocol segment between 29:00 and 30:00. He learns about HOLD during this segment consisting of two explorations and two experiments.

The results of this analysis are shown in Table 4. The entries indicate the order and degree of acquisition and the stability of each correct elements for subjects AM and FC. The following notation is used:

- The element was used correctly one or more times. Time1 is the time that the element was first explored, and Time2 is the point after which the element was never used incorrectly. The two times for an element are equal when the subject explored the element correctly initially, with no subsequent error. The two times are unequal when the element was used correctly, then incorrectly, and ultimately correctly.

- The element was used correctly at least once, but subsequently used incorrectly, and without ultimate recovery. In this case, Time2 is the point at which the subject last generated a hypothesis about the element.

- The element was explored, but it was never used correctly. Time2 is not meaningful here.

- There is no evidence that the element was explored or acquired.

\[1\] Not included here, but probably acquired by all subjects, are knowledge elements about the physical dimensions of BigTrak (color, size, material, etc.), its power source, the velocity at which it moves, and so on.
We illustrate how time and degree of acquisition are determined with excerpts from FC’s protocol (Appendix I). (Recall that we are only considering the systematic investigation phase, so any knowledge acquired before the first BigTrak action—i.e., during the orientation phase—is listed as if it were acquired at the very beginning of the systematic investigation phase.)

*

**4.3. ACQUISITION OF INCORRECT KNOWLEDGE ELEMENTS**

A significant part of the protocols consists of learners’ analyses of incorrect hypotheses, which generate evidence enabling them to induce correct hypotheses. In this section, we will briefly discuss some of the incorrect hypotheses that people formulate and then look in detail at one particular example.

### 4.3.1. Examples of incorrect hypotheses

It is possible for subjects to think anything about BigTrak. One might imagine that pressing GO causes the device to explode or fly away. However, our subjects generate a reasonably small range of alternatives—leading, finally, to the correct subset of hypotheses. Several examples of subjects’ incorrect hypotheses are listed below.

About the semantics of the directional arrows:

Several subjects believed that the arrow keys had a permanent 1-ft distance associated with them. For the left and right arrows, the subject seems to have expected BigTrak to turn 90° in the appropriate direction, and then move 1 ft.

About the command and program syntax and semantics:

AM believed that pressing the arrow keys composed a pattern that BigTrak would execute. Each pattern is then given a numerical name. To enter a pattern you press the arrows in the appropriate order, and then press the number which becomes that pattern’s name. After discovering that one had to put a number after each command key, she simply duplicated the numerical name, retaining the belief that BigTrak was going to behave according to the semantics only by the arrow keys pressed.

RD believed that one had to enter a two-digit number, the first being a distance, and the second being something like a direction.

AM believed that the way to get BigTrak to make long turns was to enter a command/argument pair, and press GO, and then press the same argument (a single digit number) again and GO again.

About the semantics of CLS:

AM believed that one could put two different programs into BigTrak, each of only a few (two) instructions. Pressing CLS, “switched” BigTrak’s attention from one of these two program memories to the other. That is, one could put in two instructions, then press CLS, then put in two more instructions, then pressing GO would execute the second program; then pressing CLS, GO would execute the first program, etc. AM later recognized that BigTrak was losing instructions but instead of attributing it to pressing CLS, she attributed it to the time-out beep that BigTrak gives if one does not interact with it for about 30 sec.

About the semantics of RPT:

FC went through several different theories of RPT. He believed at various times in his examination of RPT that the argument meant: the number of times to repeat the whole preceding program; the step to which to return and then run through the program once again; the single step which it would repeat once again; the step to which to go back to (as above) but that in executing the sequence again, it would only do fire—but not movement—instructions.

### 4.3.2. A detailed misconception: FC’s vector/BASIC schema

In section 3.2.2 we used a segment of FC’s protocol to illustrate that the learner can know the correct syntax of command but have a faulty understanding of the semantics. In the 5 min and 30 sec between lines FC100 and FC144 in Appendix I, FC performs nine experiments and goes through three different understandings of the overall function of the numerical arguments in commands. (Note that he never makes a syntactic error during this period.) We will analyse each experiment in order to determine what motivates it and what FC learns from it.

At FC100, he has just learned that the ↑ key followed by a number “makes it go straight”. He seems to know that the number refers to the distance (“... I don’t want it to go that far...”) although he appears to be uncertain about what the exact units are. The experiment in FC105-107 results in BigTrak moving forward 1-ft, and FC
develops the hypothesis that the numbers refer to feet. ("That's about a foot. Maybe that's how it works."). He tests this by the experiment at FC108-110. Because he did not press CLR, BigTrak goes forward 3 ft, but since the floor is unmarked, FC accepts this as confirming his prediction ("... couple of feet, okay.").

Next, FC moves on to explore the + key. He extends his recently acquired knowledge of the semantics of the numbers for forward movement to the leftward direction and expects that BigTrak will do something like "turn left then [move 1 ft?]...." Instead, BigTrak moves forward 3 ft (the preceding program hasn't been cleared) and makes a very small left rotation. It is not clear whether or not he detects this slight rotation, but what he does recognize is that "... it did the same thing I told it to do last time..." and he tries to come up with an account for this: "... even though I pushed different buttons ...."

At this point he forms an entirely new hypothesis: that the numbers are line numbers (as in BASIC) and that the arrow keys have built-in 1-ft semantics. There are several sources of evidence for our inference about what FC knows about BigTrak at this point in the protocol. We will get to these later episodes shortly, but it is worth describing the protocol support for our inferences at this time.

In subsequent episodes, FC instructs BigTrak with monotonically increasing numerical arguments: following the first command is a 1, following the second, a 2, and so on (see FC122-127 and FC151-139).

Instead of accomplishing a specified distance with a single instruction of 1 n, he uses a sequence of n commands. He might as well use 6 to obtain the result in FC156-164; and -6 for 1 - 2 - 3 in FC130-136, if these are what he has in mind. In FC165 he is surprised and puzzled by BigTrak's behavior. His verbalization trails off and he pauses for a considerable time. The experimenter interrupts to ask him to talk more (FC170).

In FC170-173, when he learns the correct semantics of the system, he says, almost explicitly, that the new knowledge is different from what he had previously thought.

As a result of this learning episode, FC starts to use CLR consistently before instructing the toy, in order to be sure that the previous program is cleared.

In FC122-127 he sets out to verify his most recent inference. Note that he still thinks that the right/left arrows make the tank turn and move 1 ft. The program - 1 \( \uparrow \) 2, which he believes will make BigTrak move to the right 1 ft and forward 2 ft, instead makes it turn six degrees to the right and move forward 2 ft. FC interprets this as if BigTrak were moving along the vector resultant of adding together the two orthogonal 1-ft vectors ("... that's the resultant thing maybe..."). This analysis is reasonable, given the data, although it is not correct.

FC expresses some doubt about this ("I don't know."), and he runs an experiment to verify this hypothesis (FC130-139). Again he is lucky, but this time BigTrak turns right \( 36\degree \times (1 + 2 + 3) \) and moves forward 4 ft. Again, very good, but apparently close enough ("Okay, that's like over and or up three and over one or something..."), and he goes on to explore a new button: FIRE (FC146-149).

His exploration of the fire action succeeds without trouble and he goes on to exercise what he has learned by putting several commands into a program (FC155-164). In response to this program, BigTrak behaves in a way that cannot be reconciled (to FC) with his beliefs: it rolls forward 6 ft (hitting the far wall of the lab) and fires four times.
The scope of an hypothesis is determined by the range of things that can be bound to its nominal arguments. All of the above hypotheses refer specifically to the RPT instruction. The following are of broader scope:

(5) Some instructions (e.g. moves, turns, fires) require a numerical argument and some (e.g. clear last step) do not.
(6) All the direction keys (forward, backward, left, and right) take numbers that refer to the linear distance that they move in the direction indicated. (This is false.)

Hypotheses (5) and (6) are as well specified as (3) and (4). The variables in hypotheses (5) and (6) are set specifications, not unrefined variables. "Some" and "all" here refer to specific classes (e.g. "direction keys"). There are related hypotheses that specify class membership:

(7) The backward arrow key is of the same type as the turn arrows and forward arrow in the syntactic case of requiring a numerical argument.

Before the refinement process can start, some kernel of relevant knowledge must exist (a highly unrefined hypothesis). For example, one must at least know that RPT is of type "key", and that pressing keys will do something. An hypothesis containing unrefined variables leads to an episode (called an "exploration") which then provides data that enables the learner to refine the variables in the hypothesis. It may be necessary to run several explorations, obtaining several refinements, before having an hypothesis that can be confirmed by experiment. It is also possible for "mental refinement" to occur, without any overt exploration, if there is already sufficient knowledge to infer the values of particular terms (variable types, or their bindings). For example, hypothesis (1) could be refined to hypothesis (3) or (4) via a reasoning process (e.g. search) without requiring any explorations. Ultimately, an hypothesis containing no unrefined variables will lead to an experiment.

5.2. STRUCTURE OF THE PROCESS

Behavior during the systematic investigation phase consists principally of a standard cycle of hypothesis-experiment-observe. We have already given several examples of this cycle from FC's protocol and it is typical of all subjects, as illustrated by the following examples:

AM:
I think it makes a pattern [. . .] [CLR] clear it. I want it to go [→] left. Then I'll push the left [→] [. . .] and a seven [7]. Okay, that's pattern number 7. Go. [GO].
It should go left . . . backwards . . . wait it's supposed to go [laugh] [. . .] Okay. That wasn't quite right.
... so if I push two different numbers, I can get to do two different commands. So I'll try three commands and three numbers. [→] left [7] seven [. . .] [GO] it should go left, backwards, then go right. [S picks up the tank to stop it from moving.] It didn't go right yet.

CB:
Okay, I'm goanna make it try to turn left [↑+GO]. No.
So C.L.S might mean that it, uhhh, it doesn't do its last maneuver . . . clear [CLR] forward [↑] [. . .] c.l.s. [CLS] go [GO]. Okay, that's what it means.

5.2.1. Calibration episodes

In one common class of episodes, subjects attempt to determine the effect of the numerical parameters that must accompany many of the commands. These calibration episodes produce two kinds of knowledge. The first deals with the functional relation between the command and the number: for example, numbers correspond to distance units for ↑ and to rotational units for →. The second kind of knowledge deals with the measure of the unit: for example, the unit is tenths of a second for HOLD and feet for ↑. If knowledge about the functional relation is already correct, then the construction and evaluation of experiments to determine the unit measure is relatively straightforward. A few parametric variations quickly determine the unit, at least approximately. However, if the functional relation is incorrect, then calibration experiments lead to unexpected and occasionally confusing results.

AM's confusion about "patterns" and FC's confusion about the role of numerical arguments (as step numbers, rather than as parameters for a command) are examples of the complexity of the interaction between these two kinds of calibration experiments. Another example comes from RD, in the protocol segment shown in Table 5. In order to formulate hypotheses about the semantics of RPT, RD keeps revising his representation of the entity to which RPT applies. At first the entity is implicit: there is the notion of a single unit behavior of the device which is somehow a result of the things we have entered to this point. In RD319 he refers to this implicitly as the target of the repeat—the thing that is going to be repeated "one time". When this fails, he is forced to consider the components of that unit (the steps) and re-interpret the function of RPT (the behavior of BigTrak at RD320) in terms of these things rather than the whole sequence. His experiment, although not a critical test of the hypothesis, confirms his new understanding of the argument of RPT with respect to the structure of the toy's memory. Note that the simple semantics of RPT as "causing something to happen again" (to "repeat") was fixed by RD311 and did not change between RD311 and RD329. What did change was the meaning of the argument referring to what to repeat.

FC treats RPT similarly. He first uses an argument (FC354) simply because he has to in order to get the toy to accept the GO command. Then he observes its behavior (with RPT 1) and infers that it is repeating the whole sequence twice. There are several
possible interpretations of this and he initially thinks that "Maybe the numbers correspond to the step...". He performs an experiment (FC367-378) in order to examine this analysis: CLR↑1→15 FIRE2 RPT. 2. Before entering RPT in this experiment he indicates his expectation: "...and then I want it to turn right fifteen again." (FC374). This is not what takes place so he changes his hypothesis: "So it goes back to the second step and plays it all through again." This is still incorrect—the target of repeat, to him is still the step number in memory, not the number of preceding steps. FC makes several more attempts to determine the semantics of RPT and finally gives up.

5.2.2. Confounds and bias in experimental design
A consistent finding in studies of intuitive science (e.g. Mynatt, Doherty & Tweney, 1977) is that naive scientists are biased to perform experiments that confirm their hypotheses. This tendency is contrary both to the Popperian edict of hypothesis disconfirming experimentation (Popper, 1959) and the normative scientific philosophy of hypothesis discriminating experiments. Hypothesis discriminatory experiments are conducted when there are two hypotheses to discriminate (as in the example given in FC's segment), but our subjects rarely consider two hypotheses simultaneously. Rather, they replace an old, apparently bad, hypothesis with a new one and then proceed to try to confirm the new one.

Various complications arise from the lack of care in controls and the failure to consider alternative hypotheses. For example, suppose that a subject is trying to test hypothesis (4) above. He enters these instructions: [CLR↑1→15 FIRE2 RPT 3 GO]. BigTrak moves forward 6 ft, thus confirming the incorrect hypothesis. However, this behavior is also consistent with hypothesis (3), which is correct. A better test would have been something like: [CLR↑1→15 FIRE2 RPT 3 GO]. One can not consider all possible alternative hypotheses, as noted above, there is little indication that our subjects ever consider more than one at a time.

5.3. OBSERVATION AND INTERPRETATION
Hypotheses are evaluated by comparing a prediction with BigTrak's behavior. If the prediction matches what happened, the hypotheses is accepted. However, if something happens which was predicted, then the learner might do one of the following:

Reject the behavior and repeat the experiment.

Note that the behavior is incorrect, but otherwise ignore it, reject the hypothesis, and try to form another one to replace it, from what is already known; or simply abandon the line of consideration and move on to resolve some other aspect of the schema.

 Undertake an analysis of the actual behavior of the device, and form new hypotheses that are based on that analysis. This is the most common, and most interesting result of the failure of a prediction. This explanation process and hypothesis refinement are the two principle sources of schema change.

What does the learner observe in a mispredicted behavior? The answer is complicated by observational biases. The observer is prone to interpret BigTrak's behavior as confirming the prediction. As a result, he tends to encode nearly correct BigTrak behaviors as if they indeed matched the prediction. (Sometimes this leads to slight distortion of the original prediction to fit the behavior). A more fundamental error results when the observer uses the wrong analysis to parse BigTrak behavior. FC's vector model, discussed in section 4, is a perfect example of this sort of difficulty. His experiments are designed to confirm his vector addition expectations, and when they merely come close (e.g. FC122-144), he seems to accept the confirmation.

 Confirmation bias produces memory errors as well as encoding errors. Since the learner was not expecting what actually did happen, he is unlikely to remember it veridically when it comes to analysis. In fact, large chunks of behavior seem to be either forgotten or ignored by subjects in analysis of failures. However, none of these biases or observation errors pose a theoretical problem. They simply act to confuse the subject for a time, by seeming to confirm a false hypothesis. Note that one cannot observationally distinguish hypotheses that are actually ambiguous with respect to the obtained behavior. For instance, because BigTrak's velocity is about 1 ft/sec, its behavior in response to the program: [CLR↑1→15 FIRE2 RPT 3 GO] matches both the prediction that it will travel 10 ft and that it will move for about 10 sec. This difficulty serves to confound episode interpretation. It is not an observational difficulty.
5.4. THE ROLE OF THE DEVICE MODEL

In general, learners invoke the device model in order to explain the causes of unexpected behavior. For example, memory is offered as an explanation when BigTrak initially performs the same steps as those in the preceding episode, when different buttons have been pressed in the present episode. The principle use of the model seems to be in supporting inferences and suggesting the means of accomplishing goals that are internal to the system.

A part of our subjects' intuitive science seems to be a desire to "wash the test tube" before conducting an experiment. Before learning about memory, they can do this by turning BigTrak off and on. However, once they learn about memory, they almost uniformly realize that CLR is the way to clear that memory. (Often they have been using CLR before in this capacity, but inconsistently. When they realize the relationship between CLR as mediated by the memory model, they are more consistent with its use. We saw this in the detailed analysis of FC's learning segment in section 4.)

Another example of an inference that is supported by a device model is FC's hypothesis (FC320, FC332-336) that since CLS means to take one step off the program stack, it might be the case that one can repeat this operation until all the program steps are gone. He tests this experimentally (FC341-342).

It is clear that learners do not always think in terms of the device model, because they are all able to get BigTrak to behave long before the point at which they are likely to have anything resembling a device model. Apparently, TE never obtains a device model. Although she is not a terribly successful learner, she is able to make BigTrak turn, fire, and execute multiple-step programs. Furthermore, when we asked subjects, in the post-task interview, to tell us about BigTrak, almost all of their explanations consisted of the rules of interaction: "How-to": rather than explanations of the knowledge contained in the device model—knowledge that they held at some earlier point during the learning session. Finally, it is important to recognize that almost everything that one normally does with BigTrak can be done either by reasoning in the domain of action plans, or the domain of the device model. Even RPT and CLS instructions can be reasoned about in terms of the actions that BigTrak will undertake in the real world. (CLS removes the last action and RPT copies actions to the end of the program.)

6. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that adults with no prior exposure to a particular complex system can learn about most of that system without instructions or assistance. We have attempted to account for their performance by proposing some of the underlying mechanisms. Learners acquire a schema for BigTrak that consists of hypotheses about the syntax of interaction, the semantics of various functions, and the contents of the device which mediate interaction. Most learners infer a device model and then use it to help them predict and coordinate aspects of the schema—to generate rules of interaction and problem solving for BigTrak. Although the details of the BigTrak schema are specific to this device, syntactic, semantic, and model knowledge are likely to play a role in most reasoning about complex systems (e.g. Moran, 1981; Young, 1981, 1983).

In this concluding section, we address some broader issues raised by this investigation. First, how much of subjects’ behavior does our analysis account for? Second, how general are these results with respect to other sorts of interactions with devices? Finally, we have seen that instructionless learners are particularly bad scientists—at least according to normative principles of scientific reasoning. How, then, do they manage to succeed at this task?

6.1. GENERALITY

We believe that the mechanisms of hypothesis construction and the planning and performance of experiments will be found in all instructionless learning contexts. In the one studied here, the rate of interaction is high and the cost of interaction is low. If one were to raise the cost, we expect the quality of the process to change, but not its basic components.

The particulars of the model content (the use of a device model and the form of what is learned) are probably specific to complex devices. (We include most non-general programmable systems in this set: bank tellers, calculators, text editors, BigTraks, etc.) General purpose programmable systems probably also include a model, syntactic, and semantic elements, but the generality of their language, and the complexity of the model contents probably make them rather different in content from the present domain, and fundamentally more difficult to learn for someone without richly applicable prior schemas to draw on.

6.2. COVERAGE

We have observed an unusually rich piece of learning and problem-solving behavior. How much of it have we been able to account for? In answering this question, we make a distinction between "covering" the behavior in terms of being able to map it into taxonomy, and "covering" it in terms of being able to account for the cognitive processes that generated it.

6.2.1. Parsing the protocols

For the two fully analyzed protocols (AM and FC), we were able to account for virtually every piece of behavior in the systematic investigation phase. That is, given the objective criteria presented earlier, we were able to categorize every utterance and keypress into an episode, and we can infer the hypotheses that initiated them.

Preliminary analysis of the remaining protocols indicates that, in all but one case, we can get the same coverage for them, too. The exception is TE. At several points during the systematic investigation phase, she appears to abandon all current goals, and falls back into searching for beep-producing keystrokes. Our current scheme is unable to parse this kind of behavior.

6.2.2. Invisible hypotheses

The formation and refinement of hypotheses constitutes the core of our learning process. However, most hypotheses are not explicitly mentioned in the protocols: we infer them from the broader context of the subject's behavior. Assessing the "coverage" of the theory with respect to hypothesis formation poses some difficulties. First, we only count hypotheses which are followed by an experiment, but there remains the possibility that the learner briefly considers and rejects hypotheses that never have any surface
manifestations. Second, our analysis of what particular hypotheses generated a piece of behavior is under determined, since, in principle, there can always be some other set of hypotheses or some other mechanisms that might generate the same specific behavioral episode. That is, it is always possible that, in a given episode, a subject simply ignores the behavior of BigTrak and starts to work on an hypothesis that coincidentally leads to behavior that we interpret as an attempt to explain a failed prediction.

However, we are fairly sanguine about this “in principle” indeterminacy. For one thing, we have discovered that our seven subjects assert the same small set of things about BigTrak, and they tend to run similar experiments to refine similar hypotheses (even though they vary widely in their verbalization of such hypotheses). This leads us to believe that subjects are indeed attending to the BigTrak behaviors that we assume are driving their refinement process. If we were very wrong here, we would expect to see much greater individual differences in erroneous hypotheses, as well as in the time it takes to induce the correct device schema. We conclude that the coverage of hypotheses is fairly good. We are able to account for nearly all of the hypotheses made by FC and AM during the systematic investigation phase and support their existence with an analysis of button pressing in addition to verbalizations. Additionally, preliminary analysis of the remaining protocols appears to maintain the same level of coverage.

6.3. WHY INSTRUCTIONLESS LEARNING WORKS

Aspects of our model of instructionless learning resemble “intuitive” scientific reasoning (Nisbett & Ross, 1980). Subjects evaluate predictions derived from their hypotheses by experimentation. Explorations are used to refine hypotheses. Parts of the schema that have already been acquired are used as “tools” to address aspects whose semantics are not directly observable (e.g. aspects of the device model). However, in many regards instructionless learners are very poor scientists. They entertain mutually inconsistent hypotheses, they design primarily confirmatory and confounded experiments, they make some gross observational errors, and they form conclusions on the basis of inadequate evidence. Nevertheless, most subjects manage to master BigTrak in a reasonable amount of time. Several properties of the device, the human information processing system, and our particular context all contributed to the general success of our subjects:

- BigTrak follows a relatively simple model of computation. Even though our subjects were mostly computer-naive, most of them had little trouble understanding this model, once they came upon it, and it was not far from the first model that they suggested. The notion of a stack memory and running off the contents of that stack seem to match naive models of how something like BigTrak might work.

- The interface is suggestive of the semantics of the components. The keys are labeled reasonably. Although we have seen that it is possible to misinterpret these labelings (e.g. FC’s vector model), they do help trim the search space.

- The semantics of BigTrak are relatively decomposable. The use of a simple device model is sufficient to enable users to reason about the features of the system that are not decomposable. These features minimize the potential combinatorics that the learner would otherwise face.

BigTrak’s interface is responsive in the ways that the learner needs to accomplish his task. The beep feedback and simple releasing procedures (GO and CK) permit the learner to obtain the results of experiments easily.†

Our analysis holds that alternative possible explanations and contradictory evidence are not considered carefully by subjects in forming hypotheses. This has the positive effect of lessening working memory load which has been linked with error-prone performance in some complex domains (e.g. Anderson, Farrell & Sauers, 1984).

Even with all of these advantages, we have seen that the learning process is fraught with error. One of the most important aspects of our instructions learning situation—which permits the learner to succeed in the face of these problems—is the high rate of interaction. This high interaction rate results from the low cost of experimentation with BigTrak. Subjects can afford to hold numerous incorrect hypotheses because they can evaluate a large number of them in a relatively short time.

People succeed in learning about a complex system without instruction, even in the face of many obstacles. They bring powerful reasoning mechanisms to bear on the problem. The present work begins to provide an empirical basis for formulating a coherent theory for this interesting and important phenomenon.
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Appendix I: FC's raw protocol

001: I'll just turn it on here. [S: Switches BT on.]
002: Let's see. This button says go.
003: GO Didn't do anything. Ok.
004: + -> I'll push this thing.
005: >
006: >
007: GO Doesn't do anything. Ok
010: +CLS Try them all ... nothing happens.
011: +HOLD
012: †
013: >
014: V
015: < > [Exp: what are you thinking about?] I was thinking maybe
016: if I push
017: one of these [indicates green buttons] and then go it
018: would do what I said, but it hasn't done that yet
1:30: so I'm pushing anything
019: to try to get it to do something
020: RPT
021: GO
022: BT I'll try the numbers.
023: +
024: 0
025: 0
026: GO
027: >
2:00: +CLR Like a calculator clear I guess start over again...
029: push a direction
030: + † and then
031: GO go and nothing happens.
032: HOLD
033: +CLR Clear again. Now one
034: 1 one and then
2:30: + > a direction
035: + >
036: GO
037: +CLR
038: +CLR

039: +FIRE All the buttons are right here, right? [Exp: yes]
040: +CLR okay. [Exp: And]
041: +CLR you can ignore the ones covered with white stuff.
042: CK
043: GO
044: RPT
045: +CLS It only
046: CLS
047: CLS
048: GO buzzes the first time you hit it.
[3:00]
050: +CLR Forty-four makes it turn around. [Exp: Put it back in
051: CLS it's ... yeah.] Okay. That's something.
052: CLS
053: +CLR
054: +
055: FIRE
056: +
057: +
058: +GO
(< 264)
059: [3:30]
060: Okay wait a second. Hit this one
061: +CLR and then 44.
062: 0
063: 0
064: GO
065: +
066: + >
067: +
068: +
069: +GO
(< 264)
4:00:
070: [Exp: What are you thinking about?]
071: So I hit the arrow that way to
072: turn that way. Forty-four made it do something.
073: Alright
074: +CLR Clear to start over.
075: +
076: +
077: +
078: +GO
(< 60)
4:30:
079: +CLR
080: +
081: +
082: +
083: +GO
(< 540)
5:00:
084: Maybe its degrees or something. I don't know.
085: 
086: +
087: +
088: +
089: +GO
(< 540)
5:30:
090: Okay its not degrees.
091: Let's see.

Instructions: Carried out individually, with instructions as follows:

1.11 Let's see. This button says go.
I'll push this thing.
Turn it on here. [S: Switches BT on.]
Try them all ... nothing happens.

9.85 One and then...

10.14 Clear to start over.

11.24 Maybe its degrees or something. I don't know.

12.34 Okay its not degrees.
Let's see.

Appendix I: FC's raw protocol
090: 091: 092: [off]
093: CLR [on]
094: [+] CLR
095: +
096: +
097: 0
098: GO (10:00)
099: +
100: +
101: +
102: +
103: +
104: CLR
105: +
106: +
107: GO
108: +
109: +
110: GO
111: +
112: +
113: +
114: GO
115: +
116: +
117: CLR
118: CLR
119: CLR
120: CLR
121: CLR
122: CLR
123: +
124: +
125: +
126: +
127: CLR
128: +
129: +
130: +
131: +
132: +
133: +
134: +
135: +
136: +
137: +
138: +

Should go straight... no... [Exp: You can turn it
off to stop it.]
Okay [S turns tank off.] It just sort of took off there.
[S turns tank back on.]
Try that again
It went straight that time. [S turns tank off.]
Alright that makes it go straight.
Maybe if I push... I don't want it to go
that far. I could push 2
[S tries to turn tank but tries the wrong direction on the
switch. Exp corrects him. He switches it on.]
That's a foot maybe that's how it works.
couple feet, okay.
Should turn left then... [Exp: What are you thinking about?]
Does it... I don't know maybe it remembers things or
something so that... it just did the same thing I told it
to do last time even though I pushed different buttons.
Alright. I guess you can like oh I see (?) program
steps into it or
something like that. So if you push ummm...
right one
then forward
two
Went straight and right a little bit.
Oh. I see that's the resultant
ting. Maybe. I don't know.
Okay... wait we go forward.

... wait forward and then zero doesn't like that.

forward then one

Okay it went forward then one when I pushed forward one.

Clear that. If I push fire one

It fires once.

If I push fire two

It fires twice

If I push forward one

[Note: S begins to go for FIRE but presses CK.]

[Exp: What are you thinking?]

I'm trying to figure out what this ck button does. I can push it.

I'll worry about that later, for a second (?).

If I want it to go forward then fire what do I do? I push forward.

I can't press that yet. one

fire

I did that right.

Okay it went forward then it fired twice.

[Notes: He predicts this before pressing GO.]

Okay that makes sense it turned 15 min I guess.

If I push to the left...

it should turn around all the way back.

[Note: He predicts this before pressing GO.]

Okay so then if I want it to go off in this direction like one up and one over I'd push forward... no

forward one

Okay so it went up one and then turned.

If I want it to go over one then I add onto that forward one

and that should add on to the end I think.
Okay, got that working. Now. So what's cls do?

Rpt ... repeat maybe.

So, if I do ... if I add that on to the end. It might go
up one turn
and go over two.

It didn't do anything.

Hold ... alright, let's try to get it to go

like left
10
Then forward
two
then I want it to fire
three
three
[20 : 00]

Alright. How about if I make it go up then come back?

It would be
up
three
turn

30 min then forward
three
I think that's what I pushed first

Good job.

What are the rest of these buttons?

Cls may be clear step. If I wanted it to go forward
one
then fire

What's fire one do?

+ 1
[21 : 00]

Okay it went forward one and then fired.

Okay so when I key them in then
if I want it to go forward
one
then fire
and then say I change my mind and I want it to go fire
three times

So this button might just clear the step you just keyed in or the last step that you have in there.

This one ... [rpt] ... if
I push that twice ... I'll push that again and then said go.

Yeah it knocked off the fire step. Okay. That works.

Repeat. How does that work. [Exp: What are you thinking about?] I'm trying to work out this button here [rpt] and I ... maybe if I make it do something and then push that button as the next step or something.

try
now I'm gonna push the button.

[Exp: What are you thinking about?]

Maybe ... okay it went forward two

I guess. When I pushed the repeat one. So it went twice as far as I told it the first time so

how about if I put fire twice
repeat

Maybe the numbers correspond to the step. You know like...

How about ummm I can go forward
one
right
15

and then I want it to turn right 15

again, that was the second step. So

Oh it goes back to the second step and then plays it all through
again. Okay. I suppose I can handle that.

So if wanted it to ... if I make it go...

I want to make it go out and back and then out and back again

without having to go through it twice I can push

fire

have it

turn around

30' then forward ... how many did I tell it to go?
Wow... it keeps going back. Nope only repeated the first step. It only repeated the first

step

uhhh turn. forward. fires twice then it goes again and

It

Maybe its like this...

We'll come back to that I can't figure that one out.

"ck"

it should add on to the end of that..

Well it went forward one fired went forward another one.

Okay.

We'll come back to that I can't figure that one out.

What does hold do?

That makes it pause I think.

R'll try it again.

forward

one hold

for two

one

Okay it paused for a second.

I wonder if you can make it pause for a real long time.

Let's say hold

for 10.

Okay.

That makes it pause

What does this do? [indicates ck]

It isn't a straight command like the rest of these things

Cause it doesn't do anything.

Maybe its like this...

[S tries to press CK as it's moving.]

So I have these two left to figure out. [ck rpt] I can basically do whatever I feel

like except for those two buttons.